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Abstract: Developing a privacy-preserving data publishing algorithm that
stops individuals from disclosing their identities while not ignoring data
utility remains an important goal to achieve. Because finding the trade-off
between data privacy and data utility is an NP-hard problem and also a
current research area. When existing approaches are investigated, one of the
most significant difficulties discovered is the presence of outlier data in the
datasets. Outlier data has a negative impact on data utility. Furthermore,
k-anonymity algorithms, which are commonly used in the literature, do
not provide adequate protection against outlier data. In this study, a new
data anonymization algorithm is devised and tested for boosting data utility
by incorporating an outlier data detection mechanism into the Mondrian
algorithm. The connectivity-based outlier factor (COF) algorithm is used to
detect outliers. Mondrian is selected because of its capacity to anonymize
multidimensional data while meeting the needs of real-world data. COF, on
the other hand, is used to discover outliers in high-dimensional datasets with
complicated structures. The proposed algorithm generates more equivalence
classes than the Mondrian algorithm and provides greater data utility than
previous algorithms based on k-anonymization. In addition, it outperforms
other algorithms in the discernibility metric (DM), normalized average equiv-
alence class size (Cavg), global certainty penalty (GCP), query error rate,
classification accuracy (CA), and F-measure metrics. Moreover, the increase
in the values of the GCP and error rate metrics demonstrates that the proposed
algorithm facilitates obtaining higher data utility by grouping closer data
points when compared to other algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Today, many institutions collect and store large amounts of personal data from various sources
connected to the Internet for business and research purposes [1]. These data can be used to make
future predictions about the sectors and develop decision-making mechanisms. It is vital to share the
processed data with other individuals, institutions, and organizations in order to generate a high level
of value from it. However, because this data may contain various personal data that can directly
or indirectly identify the individual, sharing such data without adequate protection will result in
significant problems, such as attackers revealing the identities of data owners over the shared dataset
[2,3]. On the other hand, if data privacy safeguards are overly stringent, data utility will suffer. For all
these reasons, it is very important to maintain a trade-off between data privacy and utility [4].

There are numerous approaches in the literature for ensuring data privacy. De-identification is the
most basic of these methods [5]. Although this method is a privacy-preserving approach, Sweeney’s
research revealed that it did not provide a sufficient level of protection. Because the de-identification
method cannot meet the data privacy requirements, stronger privacy-preserving models such as k-
anonymity [6,7], l-diversity [8,9], and differential privacy [10,11] have been developed in the literature.
As each model is vulnerable to different privacy threats, k-anonymity was chosen as the privacy model
for our study. The study additionally examined the algorithms that deal with data privacy using the
k-anonymity model.

Microdata can contain outliers that do not fit the overall pattern of the population. Many publicly
published real datasets contain outliers [12]. Assume you have a dataset containing information about
people’s income levels. Suppose there are two separate individuals in this dataset, one young and one
old, and that these individuals are famous personalities with large annual revenues. These individuals
are considered outliers in the dataset. In every society, the recognition of such individuals is higher
than that of other normal people. It goes without saying that an adversary knows more about these
people than the average person. As a result, adversaries can simply manipulate datasets using outliers.
Outliers are also known to diminish data utility, in addition to having negative effects on data privacy.
As a consequence, while some research in the literature handles this problem by deleting outliers from
the entire dataset, others attempt to gain from outliers.

In this study, an outlier detection mechanism was added to the Mondrian local recoding algo-
rithm. In this way, a major contribution has been made to the Mondrian algorithm’s weakness, which
was its inability to find a solution to the negative impacts of outliers. As a result of this study, a new
model based on the Mondrian algorithm reduces the losses caused by outliers has been introduced.
Extensive experiments on real-world data demonstrate the success of the proposed algorithm.

The contributions of this study are listed below:

• A new model based on the Mondrian algorithm has been proposed, and the data utility of the
algorithm has been increased.

• Significant improvements have been made to the Mondrian algorithm’s information loss
problems based on outlier data.

• Unlike existing approaches to outlier management, the proposed algorithm discovers outlier
data before anonymizing equivalence classes. The significant computational cost of removing
outlier data from the dataset after anonymization is also lowered in this manner.

• It has an edge over other algorithms in the field because it can be used with both categorical
and numerical data.

• On a real-world dataset, experimental comparisons are carried out with commonly used k-
anonymity algorithms to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm in terms of data utility.
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The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, data privacy and recoding con-
cepts, k-anonymity-based anonymization models, and existing outlier data methods are mentioned. In
Section 3, the privacy-preserving data publishing algorithm proposed in the paper is introduced. In
Section 4, the dataset and information metrics utilized in the study are detailed. In addition, the results
of the experiments conducted are shown, and the success of the algorithms in terms of data utility is
presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study and makes recommendations for further research.

2 Background and Related Work

k-anonymity is a recommended mechanism for privacy-preserving data publishing and is still
used for a variety of purposes [13]. The transformation operations conducted on the data are known
as recoding. They are undertaken to safeguard the information of individuals on the datasets or
prevent it from being disclosed. Numerous recoding models have been proposed for k-anonymity
implementation. In recoding operations, there are two major models: global and local recoding [14].
Global recoding happens when a particular detailed value is mapped to the same generalized value
in all records [15]. There should be just one generalization rule for records in global recoding. For
example, given Fig. 1, consider two records whose quasi-identifiers (QIDs) are the same as {43, female}.
When the global recoding process is finished, all records will have the same generalized values in
that attribute group {40–45, female}. Local recoding allows the same detailed value to be mapped
to different generalized values in each anonymized group [15]. Multiple registration rules for the
same attribute values are provided by local recoding [16]. For instance, for a value of 43, female, two
generalization rules are mapped (i.e., {40–43, female}, or {43–45, female}) in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Example of two recoding models

2.1 k-Anonymity Algorithms

While there are many k-anonymization algorithm proposals in the literature [17–19], [20–22]
only a few are implemented. Although it appears to be a simple problem at first glance, providing
optimum k-anonymity has been shown to be an NP-hard problem [20], and approximate solutions
have been attempted. Datafly [23], Incognito [24], Mondrian [14], Basic Mondrian [25], the Top-Down
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greedy data anonymization [26], and clustering-based k-anonymization algorithms [27,28] are the most
widely used methods. In this study, Mondrian, a Top-Down greedy data anonymization algorithm for
relational datasets described by Kristen LeFevre [14], is used as a reference algorithm in this study.
It uses the k-dimensional tree (KD-tree), which is a special type of binary space partitioning tree, to
split all the data into small pieces and then generalize [29]. It is also known as one of the fastest local
recording algorithms with high data utility.

2.2 Outlier Methods

Datasets preserved by algorithms based on k-anonymity have significant weaknesses against
outlier data. If an adversary even has a rudimentary understanding of whether a specific individual is
an outlier, this individual can be easily identified within the sample. For example, in equivalence classes
of three different individuals aged 20 to 25 with annual incomes of [10, 30, 500 K], the adversary could
easily conclude the person they are looking for is this young person whose income is unusually high
compared to other young people. Other information about the person in the dataset can be accessed in
this manner. This example demonstrates that outliers with additional external information are easier
to attack than typical ones. Unfortunately, simply removing these outliers from the dataset alone can
result in high information loss [30]. Therefore, it is necessary to preserve the properties of the outliers
so that they can be safely hidden in the crowd. The majority of the privacy-preserving data publishing
studies in the literature does not take into account the potential hazards of outliers, which might cause
substantial harm to data privacy due to their uniqueness. Studies examined in this paper both ensure
data privacy by taking outliers into account and regard the data utility.

There are numerous ways in the literature on privacy-preserving data publishing detect out-
lier data, including distance-based [12,31,32], taxonomy tree-based [33,34], and density-based [10]
methods. Each of these approaches in the papers includes different methods. In taxonomy tree-
based methods, the use of taxonomy trees that do not consider the data and its distribution reduces
the data utility [10]. Distance-based methods measure the proximity between objects by calculating
distances. Because distance-based methods are easily influenced by a dataset’s local density, density-
based methods have been developed [35]. In [10], a density-based approach was adopted using the
local outlier factor (LOF) algorithm [36] for outlier data detection. The LOF algorithm’s operating
technique involves scoring data based on density. Data with a LOF score higher than 1 are more likely
to be outliers [35]. Other studies using the LOF algorithm to detect outliers are [37–39]. Huang et al.
[37] rejected the notion that identifying low-density data as outliers was a sufficient prerequisite.
Therefore, a COF was proposed [40]. It works by choosing a set of nearest neighbors using the cluster-
based shortest path. When outliers are located in the center of two clusters of similar density, the COF
method performs better. The COF technique was used in this paper to detect outliers in the dataset.

The COF algorithm is an advanced version of the LOF algorithm. The different task of COF
density estimation for data points distinguishes COF from LOF. LOF is similar to the k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) algorithm in terms of its working principle. The distinction is that while certain
observations in KNN are close to one another, some attempts are made in the LOF to identify
dissimilar observations. The COF algorithm also uses the KNN algorithm, like LOF. While LOF
determines the KNN using Euclidean distance. The COF determines the KNN using the chaining
distance [41]. COF is a better algorithm than LOF. Because it performs better than LOF on datasets
with linear correlation. Besides, COF works by creating a set of ways to detect the outlier [42]. COF
identifies outliers based on neighborhood density and neighborhood connectivity [39]. COF computes
the mean chaining distance and identifies data points as outliers with a sufficiently large COF factor.
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Definition 1 (The connectivity-based outlier factor). The COF is defined as the ratio of the average
chaining distance (ac-dist) at a point and the ac-dist at its KNN [39]. We use o and p to denote objects
in a dataset. Assuming k is a positive integer and p ∈ D. The COF at p is calculated concerning the
k-neighborhood as follows.

COFk (p) = |NkP| .ac − distnk(p) (p)∑
o∈Nk(p)

ac − distN(k)
(o)

(1)

2.3 Comparison of Recent Studies

Some studies that aim to improve the existing problems of Mondrian-based algorithms in the
literature and some studies that address the outlier problem besides being Mondrian-based are shown
in Table 1. The studies in the table are compared based on various criteria, such as data type,
enhancement target, outlier approach, and outlier algorithm. The data type column in the table
provides information on whether the algorithms were applied to datasets containing categorical or
numerical data. Enhancement target indicates which of the problems of the Mondrian algorithm that
the researchers addressed while developing their algorithms. The study [43] in the table addresses the
outlier problem in equivalent classes obtained by applying k-anonymity and l-diversity privacy models
to datasets, whereas the studies [10] and [29] focus on the outlier problem in the Mondrian algorithm.
These recent studies served as inspiration for the proposed algorithm. When we examine the table, it
can be observed that the proposed algorithm can be implemented on both nominal and continuous
data types, whereas other algorithms in their research area that focus on the outlier problem can only be
realized on continuous data types. As a result, when compared to other studies, the proposed algorithm
stands out in this regard. In addition, the proposed algorithm uses the COF algorithm to decide which
records in the equivalence classes are outliers. COF finds the local outlier using chaining distance,
whereas other techniques use the LOF algorithm and thus Euclidean distance to evaluate proximity
between data points. Chaining distance is better for working with categorical data. Therefore, it can
be said that the proposed method may be better for working on real-world datasets that contain both
nominal and continuous data types.

Table 1: Comparison of the proposed method with other current methods

Paper Data type Enhancement target Outlier approach Outlier algorithm

Classic Mondrian
[14]

Continuous Partitioning
approach

Non Non

Basic Mondrian
[25]

Nominal Partitioning
approach

Non Non

Hybrid
k-anonymity [34]

Nominal Anonymization
techniques

Non Non

Xmondrian [44] Nominal and
continuous

Partitioning
approach

Non Non

ρ-Gain model [43] Continuous Outlier Non Non
Outlier-oriented
mondrian [10]

Continuous Outlier Euclidian distance LOF

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Paper Data type Enhancement target Outlier approach Outlier algorithm

u-Mondrian [29] Continuous Outlier and upper
bound

Euclidian distance LOF

Proposed method Nominal and
continuous

Outlier Chaining distance COF

3 Proposed Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing Algorithm

The proposed algorithm within the scope of the paper is based on Mondrian, a multidimensional
k-anonymity algorithm. The basic workflow of the Mondrian algorithm consists of two main parts.
These parts are the partition and generalization phases presented in Fig. 2. In the first part, partitions
containing at least k values are obtained by using the KD-tree algorithm. In the second part, these k
groups created in the partition part are anonymized using the generalization method. The proposed
algorithm, on the other hand, uses an outlier data detection mechanism to eliminate its most important
weakness in addition to these two main parts of the Mondrian algorithm. In this way, a more successful
greedy data anonymization algorithm has been obtained in terms of data utility. The workflow of the
proposed method, consisting of three main parts, is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Workflow of the proposed algorithm

Within the scope of the study, it was decided that the most suitable anonymization algorithm to
be used as a reference for the proposed algorithm is Mondrian, and the outlier detection algorithm to
be used is COF, and the reasons for this decision are presented below:

• The Mondrian algorithm provides solutions close to optimal.
• Compared to many k-anonymization models in the literature, Mondrian’s ability to perform

anonymization on multidimensional data and its suitability for real-world data needs make it a
preferred option.

• Because the Mondrian method employs a fractional partitioning strategy, the feature space can
be partitioned more effectively. This method allows for more precise division of data features,
resulting in improved anonymization.

• The COF algorithm is designed to find outliers in high-dimensional datasets with complicated
structures.

• COF using the chaining distance method is more advantageous for determining the proximity
of data points in real-world datasets that consist of both nominal and continuous data types.

The pseudo-code of the proposed method is given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Efficient Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing Algorithm

The stages in the 3 main sections in the proposed effective privacy-preserving algorithm are
explained in detail below.

(1) Part: Partitioning Phase

Step 1: Input the dataset to be anonymized,

Step 2: Check the dataset for up to or more than k data, if there is, continue to

Step 3: If not, return the incoming data as partition,

Step 4: Declare the result set as an empty set presult (array of n partition for generalization) = { },
Step 5: Create a partition containing all the data,

Step 6: Preprocessing steps are started for all dimensions and the frequency of data is calculated,

• Digitize all categorical data on the entire dataset,

• Define range list (2 dimensional), QID index list (1 dimensional), value list (2 dimensional),

• Add all values for each attribute to the value list once, without data duplication,

• For each attribute, the data spread is calculated by finding the difference between the largest and
the smallest value of that attribute and add to the range list. Sort values by range list,
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Step 7: The size selection process for the partition is done by checking the data spreads in the QID
index list and the range list,

Step 8: The division value is calculated by taking the median of the partition’s size,

Step 9: Using the calculated median value, current partition is divided into two parts as left and
right,

Step 10: If there is an element to be split in the left or right lower parts, go to Step 6, if there are
no more, an array list of partitions is obtained,

(2) Part: Detection of Outliers Phase

Step 11: Declare the outlier set as an empty set poutlier (array of n row data) = { },
Step 12: Detect outliers for each partition returned through array list,

Step 13: Outliers in the partition are separated and collected in the poutlier array,

Step 14: Add outlier-free data to presult set,

Step 15: Consider the poutliers set as the new dataset to be anonymized and submit to Step 1,

Step 16: If processing the first invoked (first dataset that does not free of outliers) dataset, continue
with the Generalization Phase, otherwise return the presult set and finish,

(3) Part: Generalization Phase

Step 17: Generalize presult,

Step 18: Restore digitized data to categorical and return presult.

The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 to explain the algorithm more clearly.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental evaluation of the proposed method is presented in this part. All test and analysis
studies were conducted on a notebook with 16 GB RAM and a 9th generation i7 CPU in order to
develop a model that will ensure privacy preservation. In the experiments conducted in the paper,
PyCharm was used as the integrated development environment and Python as the programming
language. To assess the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of data utility, the following
metrics are used: DM, Cavg, GCP, query error rate, CA, and F-measure. The Adult dataset was used
as the dataset.

4.1 Dataset

On the Adult dataset, the capabilities of the proposed privacy-preserving data publishing algo-
rithm were tested [45]. The Adult dataset was used for our investigation since it is frequently utilized
in the literature. Thus, we could simply compare the success of our proposed algorithm to that of
other methods. The Adult dataset is available online at the University of California-Irvine, Machine
Learning Repository [46]. Despite the fact that the dataset comprises 32561 records, the number
of records without missing values employed during the experimental research is 30162. The dataset
contains 15 attributes, 6 of which are numerical and 9 of which are categorical.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm

4.2 Information Loss Metrics

In this section, the information loss metrics on which the proposed privacy-preserving algorithm is
evaluated are explained in detail. The proposed algorithm’s performance results against these measures
are shown. Furthermore, in order to better understand the success of the proposed algorithm, various
comparisons were made with commonly used algorithms in the literature, and the results were reflected
in the graphics.
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4.2.1 Discernibility Metric

The DM is used to measure how indistinguishable a record is from the others, with equal penalty
scoring assigned to each record within the equivalence classes [47,48]. The size of the equivalence class
T in the Z table |T | if we accept it as; penalty value of the record belonging to the related equivalence
class is also |T | taken as. The DM metric can be expressed mathematically as:

DM (Z) =
∑

EquivClassesT

|T |2 (2)

In Fig. 4, the comparison of the DM results of the proposed algorithm with other studies is
presented. The DM values of all algorithms grow as the k value increases. It is seen that our proposed
algorithm in the study gives the best results for almost all k values. Only the cluster algorithm has
obtained results close to our proposed algorithm for some k values. However, our algorithm showed
more successful performances than the cluster algorithm for k parameter values such as 10 and 50. As
a consequence, DM clearly demonstrates that our suggested method outperforms other algorithms in
terms of data utility.

Figure 4: Comparison of discernibility metric results

4.2.2 The Normalized Average Equivalence Class Size

The Cavg was first introduced in [14], and used in [26] as an information metric. The average size of
the created equivalence classes is used to calculate the extent to which the k-anonymization model used
on the datasets causes data loss [49]. The Cavg metric measures how well the partitioning approaches
the optimal state when each equivalence class is generalized to a group of similar equivalence classes.
The Cavg score of an anonymized table is calculated as follows [c]:

Cavg = total_records
total_equiv_classes

/(k) (3)

In the formula, total records is the number of records in the dataset, total_equiv_classes is the
number of created equivalence classes, and k is the privacy level [49]. The degree of similarity between
the equivalence classes generated by this algorithm and the best situation, where each equivalence class
has k records, is calculated. The ideal score for the Cavg metric is 1 [49]. In Fig. 5, the performances
of the algorithms against the Cavg metric are presented.
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Figure 5: Comparison of normalized average equivalence class size results

Cavg measures data utility based on the dimensions of the equivalence classes. In terms of the
Cavg metric, a 1 value is a baseline, and algorithms close to this value performed better. The graph
shows that the proposed approach outperforms other algorithms at all parameter values.

4.2.3 Global Certainty Penalty

The normalized certainty penalty (NCP) metric is used to evaluate the loss of accuracy in the
definition of equivalence classes [15]. It is a metric that measures the proximity of elements in
equivalence classes to each other. In other words, NCP is a measurement used to measure the quality of
anonymization applied to the dataset. The working principle of NCP is to characterize the information
loss of an entire partition by summing over all equivalence classes in each group. The information
metric known as GCP [50], which is a normalized formulation of the aggregated version of NCP, was
used in this paper.

Assuming T is an equivalence class and Q is a QID attribute contained in the equivalence class.
In such a case, the NCP of an equivalence class T for numerical attributes is defined as:

NCPQNum (T) = maxT
QNum

− minT
QNum

maxQNum
− minQNum

(4)

In the above formula, the numerator is obtained by subtracting the smallest QID value from the
largest QID value in the T equivalence class. The denominator is calculated by subtracting the smallest
QID value from the greatest in the total dataset. When it comes to categorical attributes, NCP is
defined concerning the taxonomy tree of the attribute.
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where u is the lowest common ancestor of all QCat values included in T , card(u) is the number of leaves
(i.e., attribute values) in the subtree of u, and |QCat| is the total number of distinct QCat values. The NCP
of class T over all QID attributes is:

NCPQNum (T) =
{

0, card (u) = 1
card/|QCat|, otherwise

d is the number of attributes (i.e., the dimensionality) in a dataset, Qi is either a numerical or
categorical attribute, and weights wi if we assume that where � wi = 1; the NCP value of all QIDs
within a T equivalence class is calculated as follows:

NCP (T) =
d∑

i=1

wi.NCPQi (T) (6)

As a result, |T | is the cardinality of group T , if we accept the value of M for all equivalence classes
in the anonymized dataset and the total number of records in the dataset as N; the GCP value of this
table is calculated as follows:

GCP (M) =
∑

G∈M |T | .NCP (T)

d.N
(7)

This formulation’s most significant addition is its benefit in evaluating information loss between
tables of varied size and cardinality. The advantage of this formulation is its ability to measure
information loss among tables with varying cardinality and dimensionality. The GCP score must be
between 1 and 0. Being close to 0 as a GCP score means that there is no or little loss of information;
a value close to 1 indicates that there is a serious loss of information. In Fig. 6, the results of the GCP
metric that we used to measure the loss of information in the anonymized dataset are presented.

Figure 6: Comparison of global certainty penalty results
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The performance of the proposed method under different k parameter values was assessed using
algorithms commonly utilized in the literature. In Fig. 6, algorithms with lower GCP scores performed
better. According to these results, as the k value increases, the GCP of all algorithms gradually
increases. Because as the value of k grows larger, all algorithms distort more information to obtain
k-anonymity. In this case, it negatively affects and increases the GCP value. When we examine the
performance of the proposed algorithm, we observe that it performs better than other algorithms for
all k parameters.

4.2.4 Query Error Rate

The query error rate is a study of the utility of a data processing method based on data re-
accessibility. Structured query language (SQL) queries are applied to raw and processed data in this
manner. The resulting difference is calculated using the relative error method, and it indicates how
far the method departed from the predicted outcome. The relative error is a type of error that shows
how close results are obtained proportionally to the true value. Because the size of the results can
vary depending on the circumstances, relative error is more meaningful than absolute error. If A is the
genuine value and a is the estimated approximation value, the relative error is calculated as shown in
the formula below.

δa =
∣∣∣∣A − a

A

∣∣∣∣ (8)

Some SQL queries were run on raw and anonymized data to demonstrate the success of the
proposed algorithm in terms of query error rate. The implemented queries are shown below. The results
obtained as a result of these queries are presented in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Comparison of query error rate results

• Query1: Select Count (∗) From Data_Set Where (Workclass = “Private” or Workclass = “Self-
Emp-Not-Inc” Or Workclass = “Self-Emp-Inc”) and Age_Min = 35;

• Query2: Select Count (∗) From Data_Set Where Race = “Black” and Nativecountry = “United-
States”;

• Query3: Select Count (∗) From Data_Set Where (Workclass = “Private” or Workclass = “Self-
Emp-Not-Inc” or Workclass = “Self-Emp-Inc”) And Age_Min > 55 And Race = “White”;

• Query4: Select Count (∗) From Data_Set Where (Workclass = “Private” or Workclass = “Self-
Emp-Not-Inc” or Workclass = “Self-Emp-Inc”) And Age_Min > 70 And Race = “White”;
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According to the results presented in Fig. 7, the algorithms must be near zero to be considered
successful in terms of the error rate metric. In this context, our proposed algorithm outperformed all
other algorithms in simple queries like Query2, hierarchical queries like Query1, and sensitive queries
like Query3, and Query4. The types of queries for more specific fields are Query3 and Query4. These
queries were made on the values that are numerically less than the others on the dataset. As a result, the
fact that the proposed algorithm gives similar results in the Query3 and Query4 graphs demonstrates
the algorithm’s success in terms of data utility more clearly.

4.2.5 Classification Accuracy

The CA is the percentage of correctly classified test set equivalence classes. P is the number of
positive equivalence classes. N is the number of negative equivalence classes. True positives (TP) are
correctly labeled positive groups. True negatives (TN) are negative groups that are correctly labeled
[51]. CA is determined using the following formula considering this information:

CA = TP + TN
P + N

(9)

The proposed algorithm’s CA was evaluated using four different classifiers: KNN, support vector
machine (SVM), random forest (RF), and Naive Bayes (NB). The performances of the proposed
algorithm at different k values are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. According to the results presented in the
graphics, it is known that the algorithm with a higher CA is the most successful. The results obtained
from the original dataset are reflected in the graph. CA values close to the baseline indicate little
information loss. In other words, it indicates that it has high data utility.

In Fig. 8, the CA of the anonymized dataset forms of each algorithm obtained by applying it
to the Adult dataset and the original Adult dataset form are compared. The CA result of the Adult
dataset’s original version is shown as a baseline in the graph. Among the algorithms, the Datafly
algorithm has the worst result. Another situation observed in the graph is that the proposed algorithm
obtained results similar other algorithms. When the findings in Fig. 9 are reviewed, it is clear that the
algorithms’ performances under 10 and 50 k values are not far apart. The proposed algorithm has
achieved successes similar other algorithms with this parameter value. Consequently, the proposed
algorithm performed well in terms of data utility in this metric.

Figure 8: Comparison of classification accuracy k = 10 results
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Figure 9: Comparison of classification accuracy k = 50 results

4.2.6 F-Measure

The F-measure, also known as the F-score or F1 score, is a measure of the accuracy of a test
and is used to evaluate classification techniques [52]. We use precision and recall measurements when
calculating the F-measure. These measurements are calculated as [51]:

Precision = TP
TP + FP

(10)

Recall = TP
TP + FP

= TP
P

(11)

The F-measure is defined as:

F − measure = 2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

(12)

As in the CA section, four different classification methods are used to analyze the F-measure
performance of the proposed algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
the F-measure values of the original and anonymized versions of the Adult dataset produced by
applying each algorithm are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The results obtained from the original dataset
are reflected in the graph as a baseline. When examining the values presented in the graph, it should
be noted that the algorithm with the highest F-score achieves the best result. F-measure values closer
to the baseline are also better.

Except for the Datafly, all algorithms performed well in the findings shown in Fig. 10. The graph
shows that our proposed algorithm produced results that were close to the baseline value in the tests
that were run. When the findings in Fig. 11 are reviewed, it is discovered that the algorithms perform
similarly to the results in Fig. 10 at this k value. As a consequence of examining the F-measure findings
in two graphs, it is clear that the proposed algorithm is successful in terms of all four classifiers.
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Figure 10: Comparison of F-measure k = 10 results

Figure 11: Comparison of F-measure k = 50 results

4.3 Discussion

In this section, a general evaluation of the results obtained by the proposed algorithm and other
k-anonymization based algorithms is presented. In order to have a clearer understanding of the
performance of the proposed algorithm in experiments, success rates against other k-anonymization-
based algorithms are presented in a Table 2. Additionally, the time complexity calculations and
industrial benefits of the proposed algorithm are also provided in this section.

• The proposed algorithm generates more equivalence classes than the Mondrian algorithm. This
has a positive effect on the data utility.

• The proposed algorithm has achieved more successful results in terms of DM, Cavg, GCP, query
error rate, CA and F-measure metrics compared to other algorithms based on k-anonymization.

• The proposed algorithm offers higher data utility than other algorithms based on k-
anonymization.
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• Considering all algorithms in Table 1, the proposed algorithm differs from other algorithms in
that it can be applied to both categorical and numerical data.

• The proposed algorithm’s ability to group similar data points together has been demonstrated
through its positive impact on the GCP metric and error rate values, resulting in an increased
level of data utility compared to other algorithms.

Table 2: Success percentages of the proposed algorithm compared to other algorithms

DM GCP Cavg Error rate F-measure CA

Query 1 Query 2 Query 3 Query 4

Mondrian 41.12% 6.59% 27.03% 27.99% 56.59% 30.74% 30.74% −0.78% −1.84%
Basic
Mondrian

67.27% 56.13% 46.36% 56.84% 77.60% 51.00% 59.63% −5.87% −7.28%

Topdown 24.57% 47.78% 12.96% 88.08% 72.41% 38.34% 59.63% −3.37% −4.06%
Cluster −6.11% 26.41% −5.33% 89.92% 58.69% 32.82% 32.82% −3.49% −3.40%
Datafly 99.46% 82.90% 87.37% 91.63% 85.09% 59.63% 59.63% 11.79% 3.53%

4.3.1 Time Complexity

In this study, a new data anonymization algorithm was proposed using the Mondrian and COF
algorithms. Assuming n is the number of elements in the dataset and k is the parameter for k-
anonymity. The time complexity of the Mondrian is O(n log n) [14]. The time complexity of the COF
is O(n) for low-dimensional datasets, O(n log n) for medium-dimensional datasets, and O(n2) for high-
dimensional datasets. Therefore, the worst-case time complexity of the COF algorithm is O(n2) [39].
For small and medium-dimensional datasets, our proposed algorithm operates with a time complexity
of O(n log n), while for large high-dimensional datasets, the time complexity is O(n log n + n2/k).
This variability is due to the performance of the outlier algorithm used, and the verifications made
from the obtained runtime results confirm this situation. As a result, although the time complexity of
the proposed algorithm is higher than Mondrian’s, the difference that arises in very high-dimensional
datasets can be negligible considering the high data quality it offers.

4.3.2 Industrial Benefits

The industrial benefits of the proposed privacy-preserving data publishing algorithm are as
follows:

• Publishing of preserved data: The proposed algorithm ensures the protection of personal data,
making it easier for data owners to share their data. This can help businesses or researchers
access a larger data set and achieve better results.

• Customer privacy: The proposed algorithm can protect customer data and ensure customer
privacy for businesses. This can increase customer trust, enhance customer satisfaction, and
promote customer loyalty.

• Legal compliance: The proposed algorithm ensures compliance with laws such as general
data protection regulation (GDPR) regarding the protection of personal data. This enables
businesses to act in compliance with the law and prevent legal issues.
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• Data analysis: The algorithm ensures that the protected data is available. This can help
businesses make better business decisions by analyzing data.

• Competitive advantage: The algorithm can provide businesses with a competitive advantage.
By using this algorithm to ensure customer privacy and legal compliance, businesses can gain
their customers’ trust and differentiate themselves from their competitors.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The presence of outlier data causes various data utility challenges for algorithms used to ensure
data privacy. This work introduces a new privacy-preserving data publishing algorithm that improves
data utility via an outlier detection mechanism. Various performance metrics with different evaluation
criteria were applied and tested to demonstrate the success of the proposed algorithm. The findings of
the experiments clearly illustrate that the outlier detection technique boosts the overall data utility of
anonymizations. The proposed algorithm has important implications for industry as it offers several
benefits, such as making it easier to share protected data, ensuring customer privacy, complying with
legal requirements, and providing data for analysis, as well as providing a competitive advantage.
Additionally, the proposed algorithm introduces a novel approach for protecting privacy by detecting
outliers before anonymization, reducing the computational cost, and increasing the overall data utility.
The proposed algorithm’s time complexity is O(n log n) for small and medium-dimensional datasets
and O(n log n + n2/k) for large high-dimensional datasets. The results of this study suggest that the
proposed algorithm can be a valuable tool for organizations that require privacy-preserving data
publishing while maintaining high data utility.

As a possible future work, the outlier detection mechanism proposed in this paper can be
further developed and algorithms with superior performance in terms of data utility can be designed.
Furthermore, the developed algorithm’s success can be demonstrated not only in terms of data utility
but also in terms of data privacy.
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